There is perhaps nowhere more personal in your home than the shower. Because the Delta® brand understands this perfectly well, we can help you customize an experience distinctly suited to your individual needs. Whether it’s quick and invigorating daily refreshment you have in mind—or a relaxing, luxurious in-home spa—we’re ready to turn your vision into reality.
WHAT KIND OF EXPERIENCE ARE YOU SEEKING?

Yes, creating a custom shower starts with a vision. An idea of wanting something more than the everyday routine. To help you move beyond a general notion and begin making progress, it’s best to stop and ask—what exactly do you have in mind?

Different showers and components deliver different experiences. By thinking through some fundamental considerations, you can start to focus on the right combination of elements to create that shower designed just for you.

A SHOWER THAT KEEPS YOU MOVING.

You’re busy. And while you may be looking for a shower to get you going, or help take the edge off the day, you normally find ways other than showering to really relax.

A SPACE WITH MORE REFRESHING OPTIONS.

Things change. What you need from a shower today is often different than what you’ll want tomorrow. You desire the freedom to change things up. Say, to linger a little longer when you feel like it, or to grab a hand shower and control where the water flows.

A COMPLETE OASIS FOR FULL IMMERSION.

The thought of creating a true oasis of escape has you totally captivated. As does the idea of complete control. A fully customized experience surrounds you in water, allowing you to adjust exactly how you want to be revitalized, relaxed or drenched.
CHANGING THE WAY YOU SHOWER.

Now that you've thought more deeply about the experience you desire, it's time to look closer at components that work in combination to deliver on that dream. With Delta® shower systems, boundaries aren't defined by budgets or available square feet. Our versatile collections help elevate the style of any space. And, whether a major remodel or smart upgrade, we offer an array of options to personalize the way you shower.

H₂OKINETIC® SHOWERS

Get more coverage, more warmth and more intensity in your shower. H₂Okinetic sculpts water into a unique pattern, creating 3X the coverage of a standard shower head.* Feel free to indulge, because you can enjoy the feeling of more water without using more water.


HYDRACHOICE® BODY SPRAYS

Delta HydrChoice Body Sprays offer 50° of adjustability in any direction, and can be angled to suit users of any size, whether they're standing or seated. Experience a truly customized shower that's concentrated on you.

HYDRORAIN® TWO-IN-ONE SHOWER HEAD

For a quick, affordable update to your shower, consider the HydroRain Two-in-One Shower Head—now with H₂Okinetic Technology. Designed to fit a standard shower arm, it provides complete control over your water with a pivoting raincan and a shower head you can use individually, or at the same time.

IN2ITION® TWO-IN-ONE SHOWER

Direct water where you need it most with the In2ition Two-in-One Shower. Use the integrated shower head and hand shower separately or together to maximize flexibility without sacrificing warmth. Multiple spray settings add even more versatility and customized control.
**EMERGE™ SHOWER COLUMN**

Intriguing form and innovative function come paired in the luxurious pendant raincan shower head. With the incorporation of H₂Okinetic® Technology, it’s a statement piece that provides the feeling of being blanketed in warm water.

**PENDANT RAINCAN SHOWER HEAD**

The Emerge Shower Column lets you transform your showering space—without additional plumbing—into a European-inspired spa. Customizable with any Delta® brand shower head and hand shower, it’s a way to make a big, upscale impact on very budget-friendly terms.

**HAND SHOWERS**

Available in a variety of styles, finishes and spray combinations across our collections, hand showers are all about flexibility and more precise control. From a relaxing massage for sore muscles to bathing the kids, you can direct the spray where you want it.

**MULTICHOICE® UNIVERSAL VALVE**

Offering the utmost in flexibility, the MultiChoice Universal Valve allows you to upgrade the style and functionality of a shower without altering the plumbing behind the wall. By installing the universal valve first, you have the freedom to decide (or change your mind about) what type of shower you want later.

**MULTICHOICE INTEGRATED SHOWER DIVERTER**

Adding components to customize a shower requires a mechanism to divert water to the various devices. By integrating separate diverter controls on one trim, we’ve streamlined both installation and styling. Choose from four style options to coordinate with your bathroom: contemporary, angular modern, traditional and transitional.
WATER WORKING THE WAY YOU WANT IT, TRANSFORMING YOUR DAILY LIFE.
WHERE WATER TAKES SHAPE.

Every shower experience is unique. Aside from numerous styles, we also offer plenty of water spray patterns. These patterns are available in different combinations on Delta® shower heads, hand showers, body sprays and jets. So everyone in the household can get what they want out of the shower.
DETAILS THAT MATTER.

The Delta® brand team knows both the process of envisioning a personalized space and the practicalities of bringing it to fruition. When it comes to custom showers, we want to leave you with some best practices (based on a lot of experience) to keep in mind:

OPTIMIZED PRESSURE

• The more water outlets you utilize, the greater the amount of water needed. Consult with a professional to ensure your water pressure is optimized.

• When using more than three outlets, the active outlets should not exceed the flow rate of the valve at the specified water pressure. A pressure booster may be required.

PERFECT POSITIONING

• Make certain the shower head and body sprays are positioned so that everyone who uses the shower can feel the sprays.

• If using a bench, consider a body spray positioned to hit the lower back when sitting.

• Position body sprays on multiple shower walls to encompass your body with water.

• Consider elements that blend safety and style, such as integrated assist bars, for a design that addresses users of all ages and needs.

START DREAMING.

Ready to get started?
Visit deltafaucet.com/customshower for more in-depth information and to download graph printouts and schematics for use in designing your own custom shower.